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We introduce a new family of quantum circuits for which the scrambling of a subspace of nonlocal
operators is classically simulable. We call these circuits “super-Clifford circuits” since the Heisenberg time
evolution of these operators corresponds to Clifford evolution in operator space. Thus we are able to
classically simulate the time evolution of certain single Pauli strings into operators with operator
entanglement that grows linearly with the number of qubits. These circuits provide a new technique for
studying scrambling in systems with a large number of qubits, and are an explicit counter example to the
intuition that classical simulability implies the absence of scrambling.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.030502
Introduction.—Over the last few years many key, and
intrinsically quantum, aspects of the dynamics of many-
body quantum systems have been revealed by studying the
Heisenberg time evolution of operators [1–10]. For generic
quantum dynamics, one expects this time evolution to be
“chaotic”—in the sense that an initially simple operator
will eventually become scrambled amongst a large number
of degrees of freedom of the quantum system. Tracking this
chaotic time evolution of operators can be thought of as a
fundamentally quantum problem, since following this
evolution with respect to some basis of operators requires
monitoring an exponential number of amplitudes [1,2,5,6].
Nevertheless, over the last few years there have emerged
remarkable universalities and structure in this scrambling
process. These include the discovery of a fundamental
bound on chaos in systems with many local degrees of
freedom [9], new insights into the AdS=CFT correspon-
dence and black hole information [11–19], and surprising
connections between scrambling and hydrodynamics in
many-body quantum systems [20–31].
A closely related question occurs within quantum com-
putation. A generic quantum circuit creates time evolution
leading to (entangled) states with exponentially many
amplitudes being nonzero, starting from, say, the all-zero
initial state. The fact that there seems to be no way to keep
track of these amplitudes on a classical computer, in general,
with only polynomial effort, is fundamental to our belief that
quantum computation is more powerful than classical
computation. There are some families of circuits, however,
notably Clifford circuits, which can be classically simulated
[32,33]. Their dynamics can be computed classically with an
overhead polynomial in the number of qubits by keeping
track of the stabilizers of the states. Clifford dynamics,
therefore, is considered classical, not being able to exhibit the
full complexity of generic quantum evolution.
In this Letter we ask whether there are systems for which
the chaotic time evolution of an operator can be computed
efficiently using a classical computer. In particular, con-
sider a many-body quantum system composed of N qubits.
Then there is a natural choice of initially simple operators,
corresponding to operators that are single Pauli strings,
i.e., a product of Pauli matrices at each site. Under a generic
time evolution such an operator will evolve into a linear
superposition of Pauli strings and become an entangled
state in the Hilbert space of operators (see, e.g., [1,2,5,6]).
Since the number of possible Pauli strings in this super-
position grows exponentially with time, one would not
naïvely expect to be able to simulate this growth of operator
entanglement classically. Consistent with this expectation
is that under a Clifford evolution a single Pauli string
remains a single Pauli string for all time, and hence never
develops operator entanglement [1,28,34].
The purpose of this Letter is to introduce a new family of
quantum circuits that we call “super-Clifford circuits,” for
which the scrambling of a subset of single Pauli strings can
in fact be simulated classically. In particular we will present
an explicit gate set for which the time evolution of the
subspace of operators spanned by strings of Xs and Ys can
be regarded as a Clifford circuit in operator space. Starting
from a single such Pauli string, e.g.,O ¼ X1X2…XN , these
“super-Clifford circuits” are capable of generating a near-
maximal amount of operator entanglement within this
subspace of operators in time polynomial in the number
of qubits. Nevertheless we will show that the time evolution
of O can be simulated, also in polynomial time classically
by tracking the evolution of a set of N “superstabilizers,”
These superstabilizers provide a highly efficient way of
characterizing the information contained in the operator
wave function, and can be used to explicitly compute the
growth of operator entanglement in these circuits.
Gate set and dynamics in operator space.—We begin by
introducing our gate set and demonstrating that the time
evolution of a subspace of operators under these gates
can be regarded as a Clifford evolution in operator space.
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We then use these gates to build an explicit deterministic
circuit that generates an amount of operator entanglement
linear in the number of qubits starting from a single Pauli
string, before discussing generic circuits built from these
gates.
Our starting point is the phase gate T in state space:
Tj0i ¼ j0i, Tj1i ¼ eiπ=4j1i. It acts on operators (in the
Heisenberg picture) as
T†XT ¼ X − Yffiffiffi
2
p ; T†YT ¼ X þ Yffiffiffi
2
p : ð1Þ
The action (1) is rather like a Hadamard operator in the
subspace of operators spanned by X and Y. To make this
precise we adopt a statelike notation where X is denoted ½0i
and Y is denoted ½1i. Then the action of T in state space
induces an action on this subspace of operators that
corresponds to the superoperator Hadamard H followed
by the superoperator Pauli Z. In other words, the super-
operator Z:H on this Hilbert space of operator strings
acts as
Z:H½0i ¼ ½0i − ½1iffiffiffi
2
p ;
Z:H½1i ¼ ½0i þ ½1iffiffiffi
2
p ; ð2Þ
corresponding to the action in (1). The superoperator Z:H is
an example of a super-Clifford operator (i.e., an operator
acting as a Clifford operator on this Hilbert space of
operators). We denote superoperators in bold font to
distinguish them from operators in state space.
We now consider a system of N qubits, and the subspace
of operators spanned by Pauli strings consisting only of
products of Xs and Ys at each site. This defines a Hilbert
space of operators of dimension 2N . Our previous obser-
vation—that the T operator in state space induces a Clifford
operation in operator space—motivates us to ask whether
we can find other gates in state space that induce interesting
super-Clifford operators on this subspace of operators.
We were not aware of any a priori argument that it
should be possible to find such gates. Furthermore, initial
attempts to induce the simplest Clifford operations are
discouraging: for example one cannot induce a controlled
not operator in this subspace of operators. Such a putative
operator would act as follows:
X1X2 ↦ X1X2;
Y1X2 ↦ Y1Y2: ð3Þ
However it is not possible for any unitary on state space to
induce this action since (3) does not preserve commutation
relations.
Furthermore it is clear that when a typical gate in state
space acts on strings of operators involving only Xs and Ys,
it generically takes us outside this subspace of operators (by
introducing Pauli Z or the identity operator at certain sites).
Even amongst those gates whose action on operators does
preserve the space of strings involving only Xs and Ys, it is
not clear that there are any such actions that correspond to
other interesting super-Clifford operators (as opposed to
more general operators on these strings).
Nevertheless, we now show that other interesting exam-
ples of induced super-Clifford operators do exist. First, we
note that although we cannot induce controlled-not oper-
ators, we can induce the swap operator in our subspace of
strings. The two-qubit swap gate SWAP in state space acts
as SWAPjψijϕi ¼ jϕijψi for arbitrary single qubit states
jψi, jϕi. It induces a superoperator SWAP: e.g.,
SWAP½01i ¼ ½10i; ð4Þ
corresponding to
SWAP†X1Y2SWAP ¼ Y1X2: ð5Þ
Furthermore, after some trial and error, we found the
following gate, that we denote C3, which we will show acts
in operator space as a product of controlled-Y gates. This
gate C3 is a three-qubit Clifford gate in state space
constructed from the controlled-X (CX) and controlled-Z
(CZ) gates and T as
C3 ¼ CX21CX31CZ12T61T62; ð6Þ
where the notation CXab means controlled X with a as the
control and b as the target, and Ta means the T gate acting
on qubit a. The gateC3 not only preserves strings of Xs and
Ys, but also acts as a Clifford operator when acting on such
strings:
C3†X1X2X3C3 ¼ X1X2X3;
C3†X1X2Y3C3 ¼ X1X2Y3;
C3†X1Y2X3C3 ¼ X1Y2X3;
C3†X1Y2Y3C3 ¼ X1Y2Y3;
C3†Y1X2X3C3 ¼ −Y1Y2Y3;
C3†Y1X2Y3C3 ¼ Y1Y2X3;
C3†Y1Y2X3C3 ¼ Y1X2Y3;
C3†Y1Y2Y3C3 ¼ −Y1X2X3: ð7Þ
The action (7) of the C3 operator in state space induces a
super-operator C3 that can be decomposed in terms
of controlled-Y superoperators as C3 ¼ CY12CY13. For
example,
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C3½000i ¼ CY12CY13½000i ¼ ½000i;
C3½100i ¼ CY12CY13½100i ¼ −½111i; etc: ð8Þ
We are now able to make our key observation. We have
constructed an explicit set of gates fSWAP; T; C3g that
both preserve the operator space spanned by strings of
Xs and Ys and further act as Clifford operations
fSWAP;Z:H;C3g within this operator space. It is there-
fore possible to classically simulate the time evolution of
operators in these circuits by adapting the standard Clifford
techniques to operator space. Nevertheless these operations
do not preserve the number of Pauli strings as the operator
evolves, as can be seen explicitly from the action of T in (1).
In particular we will now demonstrate that this evolution
can generate significant amounts of operator entanglement
(i.e., an amount linear in N) starting from a single unen-
tangled string, e.g., X1X2…XN ≡ ½00…0i.
A deterministic circuit.—In this example, we consider a
case where N is a multiple of 3; N ¼ 3k. We start with the
operator string O ¼ X1X2…XN ≡ ½00…0i. We now con-
sider the operator obtained by evolving this string by acting
with τ successive gates drawn as
Oτ ¼ U†1…U†τOUτ…U1; ð9Þ
corresponding to Heisenberg evolution of O under the
circuit U ¼ Uτ…U1. In operator space this evolution
produces a state ½Ψi ¼ U1…Uτ½00…0i where Ui is the
super-operator corresponding to the gate Ui. Note that in
operator space we must first act with the final gate Uτ, as
evident from the structure of (9).
Let us now give a (short) circuit using our gate set
fSWAP; T; C3g that can generate an amount of entangle-
ment linear in the number of qubits,N.We first act on each of
the first k qubits with T; which induces Z:H½0i ¼ ð½0i −
½1iÞ= ffiffiffi2p on each of these first k operators. We now have a
linear superposition of 2k Pauli strings, but there is no
entanglement since the corresponding state in operator space
is a product state. To generate operator entanglement
between sites we now perform a C3 gate from the jth qubit
in the first block of k qubits with the targets at the jth position
in the second and third blocks, i.e., C3j;kþj;2kþj. This can be
performed locally by swapping the qubits so that the targets
are next to the control, performing C3, then swapping back.
In total this requires us to act withOðN2Þ gates. The resulting
operator string has k ebits of entanglement between the first
block and the remaining blocks. In fact the resulting operator
string O ¼ ð1= ffiffiffi2p kÞQkj¼1ðXjXkþjX2kþj þ YjYkþjY2kþjÞ
corresponds to k copies of an operator GHZ state
½000i þ ½111i
ffiffiffi
2
p : ð10Þ
So indeed the resulting operator string has k ¼ N=3 ebits of
entanglement between each of the three blocks of k qubits
and the rest of the system.
Generic super-Clifford circuits.—The above example
demonstrates that our super-Clifford gates can be used to
build circuits that generate operator entanglement starting
from a single unentangled string. For that particularly
simple circuit we could track the evolution of the operator
directly. For a generic super-Clifford circuit this will not be
possible, but nevertheless the Clifford property means that
the time evolution of the operator string O ¼ X1X2…XN
can be simulated classically in operator space by tracking
the time evolution of “superstabilizers.” Furthermore
tracking these superstabilizers allows us to compute the
evolution of operator entanglement in generic circuits built
from our gate set.
Let us therefore introduce the notion of superstabilizers
in the operator space spanned by strings of Xs and Ys on N
qubits. To do this note that we can uniquely define an
operator in this subspace by specifying N independent
superoperators Oα under which the associated state ½Ψi is
invariant
Oα½Ψi ¼ ½Ψi: ð11Þ
For our initial state corresponding to the operator
X1X2…XN ≡ ½00…0i a set of these “superstabilizers” is
provided by the superoperators Zα for α ¼ 1;…; N. Under
time evolution then Eq. (11) still holds but with the
stabilizers replaced by Oτα ¼ U1…UτOαU†τ…U†1. Now
since the operator-space time evolution is that of a
super-Clifford circuit, we know that superstabilizers con-
sisting of a single super-Pauli string (e.g., the Zα corre-
sponding to our all X string) remain a single super-Pauli
string for all time. Hence they are of the form
Oτα ∝ X
v1x
1 Z
v1z
1 …X
vNx
N Z
vNz
N ; ð12Þ
up to a possible minus sign which we ignore since it does
not effect the entanglement properties of the corresponding
state in operator space. Each of our N superstabilizers can
thus be specified by a binary vector v, where
v ¼ ðv1x; v1z;…; vNx; vNzÞ: ð13Þ
To track the time evolution of these superstabilizers we
just need to determine how our gates act on these stabilizer
vectors v. First let us start with the action of T. In operator
space this induces the action of Z:H. To determine the
action on the stabilizers (12) it is sufficient to act on X and
Z by this matrix. This gives
X → Z; Z → −X: ð14Þ
Acting on the ith qubit therefore simply exchanges vix and
viz in our vector (13).
We now want to determine the action of C3 ¼
CY12CY13. When acting on the space of superoperators
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it acts by conjugation, e.g., as X1 → C3X1C3† ¼
X1Y2Y3 ¼ −X1X2Z2X3Z3. Acting on the rest of a basis
for (12) we find
Z1 → Z1; Z2 → Z1Z2; Z3 → Z1Z3;
X2 → Z1X2; X3 → Z1X3: ð15Þ
These transformations update v by
v1x → v1x; v1z → v1z þ v2x þ v2z þ v3x þ v3z;
v2x → v1x þ v2x; v2z → v1x þ v2z;
v3x → v1x þ v3x; v3z → v1x þ v3z: ð16Þ
Likewise SWAP acts by exchanging the components for
the two qubits on which it acts.
By updating the vector (13) under such operations we are
therefore able to simulate the evolution of operators by
keeping track of N stabilizers—i.e., a polynomial number
of degrees of freedom. This happens even though under our
dynamics the initial operator X1X2…XN has evolved into a
sum of exponentially many operator strings—the point is
that the superstabilizers provide a highly efficient way of
tracking this complicated time evolution. Further, following
the techniques outlined in [35] we can use them to compute
the operator entanglement developed under this time
evolution. To do this one considers the matrix formed
by combining our N superstabilizers into a 2N by N matrix
V ¼ ðv1T;…; vNTÞ. In terms of this matrix of stabilizers
then the operator entanglement entropy of a subregion A
consisting of the first p qubits is given by SAðtÞ ¼ IA − p,
where IA is the rank (in arithmetic modulo 2) of the
submatrix formed by keeping the first 2p rows of V.
A random circuit.—As an explicit demonstration we
now compute the time evolution of the operator entangle-
ment in a particularly simple random circuit built from
our gate set, starting from the single unentangled string
X1X2…XN ≡ ½00…0i. For this state we chose an initial set
of stabilizer vectors vα with components vα;ix ¼ 0 and
vα;iz ¼ δαi. We now update these vectors under the action
of a random circuit built by alternatively applying T and C3
gates (in this random circuit we will not need to include
SWAP or higher powers of T to generate near maximal
operator entanglement). Our specific choice of random
circuit is defined by first drawing a qubit i ¼ 1;…; N and
then acting with the gate T on this qubit. Next we randomly
draw a qubit with i ¼ 1;…; N − 2 and act with a C3 gate
on qubits i; iþ 1; iþ 2. Since the action of C3 is asym-
metrical on the three qubits we also randomize which of
these qubits is our control. We refer to this process of acting
with a random T gate and random C3 gate as one time step,
and repeat over many time steps. At each time step we use
the stabilizers to compute the operator entanglement of a
subregion A as explained above.
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the generic behavior of operator
entanglement in such circuits by computing the operator
entanglement for an equal bipartition of a chain consisting
of 120 qubits, averaged over 50 realizations to smooth
out fluctuations. Initially the operator X1X2…XN is unen-
tangled and hence the entropy is zero. However as we
evolve under our circuit the operator entanglement
increases linearly and then approximately saturates at a
near maximal value that we find to be slightly less than the
Page value [36]. As we vary the number of qubits we find
that the rate of operator entanglement growth for the
bipartition scales as Oð1=NÞ which can be understood
heuristically from the fact that the probability of drawing a
gate that acts at the cut scales as Oð1=NÞ. In total the time
taken for the operator entanglement to saturate therefore
scales as OðN2Þ.
Discussion.—A natural question is whether we can
extend our techniques to describe scrambling of local
operators for this model. To simulate the circuits introduced
in this Letter we considered only operators which had
support on every site, i.e., those in the operator subspace
spanned by strings containing only Xs and Ys. Such
operators are analogous to the homogeneous operators
which were studied in the initial description of black hole
scrambling [3]. However it is natural to ask about the
scrambling and spreading of local operators, i.e., strings
containing factors of the identity, e.g., I1I2…Xj…IN . For
the circuits discussed in this model, it is simple to see that
such operators can indeed scramble [37], however we do not
yet know of a way to classically simulate their operator
dynamics for all circuits made from fSWAP; T; C3g.
It would be interesting to understand the particular
properties of the circuits we have considered here that
enabled the simulation (we note, for example, that our
circuits preserve the computation basis [38]).
10000 20000 30000 40000
t
10
20
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FIG. 1. The operator entanglement entropy (with base-2 log-
arithm) for an equal bipartition of a chain of N ¼ 120 qubits
starting from the unentangled operator X1…XN. This plot is
averaged over 50 realizations and t counts the number of time
steps.
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More generally, extending the class of operators whose
scrambling can be simulated classically is a major question
for future research. The existence of such classical simu-
lations of scrambling, such as those introduced in this
Letter, as well as providing insights into the nature of
scrambling, should provide powerful new numerical meth-
ods for studying it. In particular it has the potential to allow
us to explore scrambling and operator growth in systems
with a large number of qubits, which has proved extremely
challenging using existing techniques [39].
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